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please use the following instructions: 1. General editing (please check for spelling errors): General editors, please also
confirm what has been edited on the document and why. Using "Mark as duplicate" requires review and can take days.
Please do not use "Mark as duplicate" unless you have good reason. If you want to mark as duplicate yourself, please

use the button at the bottom of the page. Make a note in the bug tracker when the issue has been fixed. Once the issue
has been marked as fixed, please remove the following tag: Status: resolved Newest: Bug tracker bug you see it does

not apply anymore, for example: Note: The following tags are not applicable anymore for this issue: An issue reported
against this product and not resolved cannot be used for the tag resolution process. Once the issue has been marked as

fixed, please remove the following tag: Status: fixed Newest: A list of tags that are not applicable anymore for this
issue can be found in the page "Why you should remove a tag." If you want to remove a tag, please do not just mark

the issue as resolved. An issue reported against this product and not resolved cannot be used for the tag resolution
process. Once the issue has been marked as fixed, please remove the following tag: Status: fixed Newest: A list of tags
that are not applicable anymore for this issue can be found in the page "Why you should remove a tag." If you want to
remove a tag, please do not just mark the issue as resolved. A bug report that is incomplete, invalid or not relevant to

this product cannot be used for the tag resolution process. General editors, please also confirm what has been edited on
the document and why. Using "Mark as duplicate" requires review and can take days. Please do not use "Mark as

duplicate" unless you have good reason. If you want to mark as duplicate yourself, please use the button at the bottom
of
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